Nasopharyngeal carcinoma: treatment of neck node recurrence by radiotherapy.
The records of 91 nasopharyngeal carcinoma patients who were treated with external radiotherapy for recurrent neck node disease were reviewed. All patients had received prior radiotherapy for cervical nodal disease or prophylactic neck irradiation. The node size (product of the greatest perpendicular diameters) at the time of treatment for nodal relapse ranged from 1cm2 to 35cm2 (median 2.25cm2). The radiation dose ranged from 823 RETs to 1949 RETs (median 1520 RETs). The recurrent node size and radiation dose were found significant prognostic factors for local control. The local tumour control for nodes 4cm2 or smaller was 51% at five years, for nodes greater than 4cm2 was 16% at 18 months (p = 0.01). The overall 5 year survival was 19.7%. Radiation dose greater than 1600 RETs was significantly associated with better survival for patients with recurrent nodes measured 4cm2 or smaller, but higher radiation dose did not improve the survival of patients with recurrent nodes greater than 4cm2. Because of the dilemma of suboptimal control resulting from inadequate radiation dose when compared with surgical treatment, and possible radiation complication from higher dose, surgery should be the treatment of choice for neck node recurrence after primary radiotherapy for nasopharyngeal carcinoma.